Focus on Wheaton College in Massachusetts
Wheaton College in Norton, Massachusetts (not to be confused with the Christian
college of the same name in Illinois) is a liberal arts college located 20 minutes from
Providence, Rhode Island, and 40 minutes from Boston. The close-knit community
of 1,700 students, all undergraduates, enjoys a ten-to-one student-to-faculty ratio
and the small classes and mentorship by professors that makes possible. A
particularly friendly tone is set by the school’s President Dennis Hanno, who hosts
every student for dinner at his home during their first semester and frequently
invites students to be his guests at Red Sox games.
A Wheaton education is both broad and practical. The school’s new curriculum
emphasizes interdisciplinary study and the ways that various fields of study may
enrich one another. To fulfill the requirements, students must take pairs of courses
that are somehow related despite being in different disciplines. Options include
such pairs as “Introduction to Cultural Anthropology” with “World Music,” “Physics
of Music and Sound” with “Introduction to Music Theory,” “Global Issues of Climate
Change” with “Geology,” and “Microbiology” with “Psychology of Health.” Students
can also propose pairs of their own choosing and write up an explanation of how the
courses they wish to take connect.

The obviously practical major of Business and Management is one of the most
popular at Wheaton, but whatever students are interested in studying, the career
services office works with them from their first year on campus to figure out
practical applications. Students are also helped to find internships and research
opportunities during their undergraduate years that enable them to apply their
learning in real-life situations.
These kinds of experiential learning opportunities may be on or off campus, even
abroad, and are funded by the school’s investment of more than $1.2 million
annually. Together with the strong advising system, these hands-on learning
experiences may be credited for the high success rate of Wheaton graduates. Within
six months of graduation, 97% are employed or in graduate school. Wheaton also
proudly reports that since the year 2000, they have produced 3 Rhodes Scholars,
107 Fulbright Fellows, 18 Watson Fellows, and 6 Truman Scholars.
Advising begins during Orientation, when students meet their Freshman Year
Seminar teachers, who will be their first advisors for all issues, academic and
otherwise. Students are assigned to a seminar after choosing from an eclectic set of
topics around which they are focused, but whatever the focus, their purpose is to
teach freshmen what is expected of them in a college course, and the faculty who
teach them have all chosen to do so.
An honor code helps to keep the atmosphere at Wheaton happy and relaxed. It
means that students can take their exams un-proctored and leave their belongings
around the campus without fear of theft. Students say that the workload varies
depending on the major, but professors are willing to be flexible about when they
can take tests if they have a lot of work due at once. Many students take double
majors or a major and a minor, and it is common to be involved in lots of activities
too.
Campus housing is guaranteed all four years, and almost everyone stays in the
various-style residence halls the whole time. The local town has a few coffee shops
and pizza places, but the social life is really on campus. The administration stages
events like concerts with live bands, but most of the activities are student-led. The
more than 100 clubs and organizations organize activities, like for example, a night
of salsa dance lessons offered by the Latino Dance Club. Wheaton is not what would
be called a “party school,” although there are some parties on campus, which are
required by the college to be “by invitation only.” More commonly students attend
activities put on by the clubs or theme houses or the theater and dance productions.
Wheaton is an NCAA Division III school, competing in the NEWMAC Conference with
21 varsity sports for men and women. They also have more than a dozen intramural
and club sports, extensive new athletic facilities, and an active Outdoors Club that
organizes trips to places like Cape Cod.

With its longstanding commitment to research and programming that promotes
equality and social justice, Wheaton attracts students who are socially liberal,
although politically the majority of them tend to be centrist. A stated objective of
the college is to produce “changemakers.” With the help of a recent $10 million
grant to support social entrepreneurship, the college is encouraging students to
tackle global issues, and a program called “Three Freedoms” works to promote
thoughtful conversations amongst people with different perspectives.
The admissions office says their ideal applicants are “passionate and incredibly
engaged in some way,” and are taking challenging courses that demonstrate an
eagerness to take advantage of the opportunities available in their high school. The
average GPA of admitted students is 3.5, with an upward trend preferred. Wheaton
is test optional, but approximately half of their applicants submit tests, and among
those, the average SAT is 1250 and ACT is 28.
Wheaton offers multiple application plans. November 1st is the deadline for both
Early Decision 1 and Early Action, while January 1st is the deadline for both Regular
Decision and Early Decision 2.

